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Spallation residues produced in liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets by the projectiles 208Pb
and 238U with energies of 1 GeV per nucleon have been studied recently at the Fragment-
Separator facility at GSI. These data allow to test different versions of the intranuclear-
cascade model with much higher accuracy than before. Main contradictions between widely
used versions are briefly discussed. The modifications of the models, required to describe the
experimental data, are demonstrated.

Introduction

Spallation reactions have recently attracted an increasing interest due to their applications as
intense neutron sources for accelerator-driven subcritical reactors or spallation neutron
sources [1]. Designs of an accelerator-driven system (ADS) require precise knowledge of
nuclide production cross sections in order to be able to predict the amount of radioactive
isotopes produced inside the spallation target. Indeed, short-lived isotopes may be responsible
for maintenance problems and long-lived ones will increase the long-term radiotoxicity of the
system. Data concerning lead are particularly important since in most of the ADS concepts
actually discussed, lead or lead-bismuth alloy is considered as the advanced coolant of
spallation targets.
The recent experiments, performed at GSI using inverse kinematics, were able to supply the
identification of all the isotopes produced in spallation and fission reactions [2-5]. The data
obtained can be considered as a crucial benchmark for the theoretical and phenomenological
models used in the ADS technology. The precision of these models to estimate residue
production cross sections is still far from the accuracy required for technical applications, as it
was shown in Refs. [6, 7]. So, in present work we want to discuss the modifications of the
Intranuclear Cascade Model (INCM) that are required to reduce the deviations from
experimental data.

Main ingredients of INCM

Spallation reactions are generally modeled as a two-stage process. In the first stage, the
nucleon-nucleon collisions inside the nucleus induce the loss of a few high-energy nucleons
and lead to the formation of excited prefragments [8-10]. This process can be continued by a
preequilibrium emission of nucleons in some versions of the INCM [11]. In the second stage,
the prefragments deexcite by evaporation of light particles or by fission.
For the reaction 208Pb + p (1 GeV) the distributions of prefragments in masses and excitation
energies, which arise after a cascade of nucleon-nucleon collisions inside the nucleus, are
shown in Fig. 1. Calculations are performed with three versions of the INCM, which we want
do discuss in the present publication: i) LAHET code [14] with default parameters including
the preeqilibrium emission of particles, ii) the GSI code based on the Cugnon model [11,12]
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combined with the evaporation model ABLA developed at GSI [15] and iii) CASCADO code
related historically to the model [10], but with an essentially modified evaporation approach
that takes into account the IPPE experience on the level-density and nuclear-fission analysis
[16]. All codes give rather low excitation energies 25-50 MeV for the prefragments close to
the projectile and the increase of excitation energies up to the averaged values of <E> = 150-
220 MeV for the most probable prefragments with A~200-206. Prefragments with higher
excitations arise in the mass region A<200 with a relatively low probability. The distributions
shown in Fig. 1 can be considered as the input data for the second evaporation stage of the
INC.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the prefragment masses and excitation energies after the first stage of the INC.

All evaporation models are based on the well-known Weisskopf-Ewing formula for the
emission widths [17]
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where si and mi are the spin and mass of the emitted particle, Bi is its binding energy in the
compound nucleus with the excitation energy U, σi is the absorption cross section for the
inverse reaction, ρi and ρc are the level densities for the residual and compound nucleus,
respectively.
A simple approximation for the absorption cross sections is used widely
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where Ccoul is the height of the Coulomb barrier, which can be defined by the standard
formula, and R0 = r0A1/3 is the geometrical radius of a nucleus. Within a frame of this
approach Eq. (1) can be approximated by the formula
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where Ti is the nuclear temperature for the residual nucleus.
More complex formulas for the emission widths were proposed by Dresner [18], who used the
Fermi-gas model relations for the level density in calculations of the integral in Eq. (1) taking
into account the exponentially small additional terms connected with the pre-exponential
components of the level density formulas. For the excitation energies above the neutron
binding energies, that are most important in any practical calculation, the difference between
the Dresner description and the calculations based on Eq. (3) seems negligible.
A much more important question for a simple approximation (2) relates to an estimation of
the radius parameters r0 and the Coulomb barriers. With the original formula (1) all
calculations can be made on the basis of optical models without any reference to the
geometrical cross-section and the effective Coulomb barrier that are required for Eq. (3). The
best choice of the parameters ri, which could differ for different emitted particles, corresponds
to the agreement of the results obtained with Eqs.(1) and (3). It is obviously that an exact
equality of the two results can be achieved at some energy only. Nevertheless, we could
require an agreement between calculations based on Eqs. (1) and (3) at the crucial energies,
which correspond to the average energies of the Maxwell spectra of evaporated particles. In
the practical versions of the INCM the parameters of the effective Coulomb barriers and the
geometrical cross sections are usually estimated from a fit to some experimental data and we
should note that the meanings of ri differ essentially in widely used codes.
Another important component of evaporation models relates to the description of the fission
widths. Usually, the well-known Bohr-Wheeler formula [19] is applied for this purpose,
which can be written in a slightly  simplified form as
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where Bf is the fission-barrier height.
In the last decades it was recognized that the description of the fission probability for high
excitation energies requires some essential modifications of the Bohr-Wheeler approach,
which relate to the dynamics of the  collective motion. To create a collective mode similar to
the fission process, some transient time is required [20]. The dependence of such a time on
nuclear properties can be derived from the solution of the time-dependent Fokker-Planck
equation for the collective degree of freedom. For a simple harmonic parameterization of the
potential of the collective mode, the transient time for the overdamped regime can be
estimated by a rather simple expression [20]
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where β is the reduced dissipation coefficient and ω is the corresponding frequency of the
approximated harmonic potential.
Taking into account the transient time, the ratio for the fission width can be written in the
form
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where fK = [1+(β/2ω)2-β/2ω]1/2 is the Kramers factor [21], responsible for the reduction of the
fission probability due to the dissipation, and the sum in Eq. (7) has  to be taken over all
particle-emission channels that compete with fission. The main effect of the factors, which
appear additionally to the Bohr-Wheeler expression, is a hindrance of fission for times smaller
than the transient time, and this hindrance reduces strongly the fission widths at excitation
energies higher than 100-150 MeV above the fission barrier. It was shown in the analysis of
heavy-ion induced reactions, that the hindrance of fission plays a crucial role for the
consistent description of the total amount of neutrons and light charged particles emitted by
the fissioning nuclei [22], as well as the residual product yields observed in the fragmentation
of relativistic heavy ions [23].
The fission barriers that are used in different codes are shown in Fig.2 in comparison with the
experimental data available for pre-actinides [16]. It is seen that the considered INCM codes
use fission barriers, which differ rather strongly. A simple liquid-drop model is used in
LAHET, the Sierk’s barriers [24] are applied in the GSI model, and the droplet model fitted to
experimental barriers [16] is used in CASCADO. Both the GSI and the CASCADO code take
into account the shell corrections to the fission barriers that are very important at  excitation
energies below 50 MeV for near-magic pre-actinides. The barriers used in LAHET are too
low for isotopes between Pt and Pb. It overestimates strongly the fissility of these nuclei and
always requires some adjustment of the barriers to obtaine a correct value of the total fission
cross sections.
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Fig. 2. Experimental fission barriers (solid circles) and the liquid-drop barriers (open circles) as a function of the
fissility parameter Z2/A. The dotted curve shows the fission barriers used in LAHET, and the asterisks represent
the liquid drop barriers used in the GSI code.

Comparison with experimental data

The production cross sections of the spallation residues measured at GSI in the reaction of 1 A
GeV 208Pb with protons [4] are plotted as isotopic distributions in Fig. 3. To avoid too
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complex plots, we selected a part of the available experimental data only. Most of the
presented distributions exhibit a Gaussian-like shape where the neutron-proton evaporation
competition determines the position of the maximum. The produced isotopes populate a
corridor between the valley of stability and the proton drip line due to the fact that the excited
heavy prefragment evaporates mainly neutrons The most significant deviations from this
shape occur for the neutron-rich fragments with masses close to that of the projectile. In the
case of these residues only a few neutron-removal channels from low-excited nuclei are
responsible for the increased production cross sections.
Calculations performed with different INC plus evaporation-fission models are shown in Fig.
3 together with the corresponding experimental data. The calculations made with the
commonly used LAHET code system (Isabel version) [14] gives the isotopic distributions
shifted with respect to the experimental ones towards the neutron-rich side. This can be
ascribed to the fact that the prediction of the neutron-proton evaporation competition in the
Dresner code is not satisfying. On the other hand, in a region very close to the projectile mass
LAHET calculations are in good agreement with the data and this result is the direct
consequence of a reasonable estimation of the excitation-energy distribution at the end of the
INC stage.
The calculations with the Cugnon model (version INCL3 [12]) combined with the GSI
evaporation-fission model reproduces much better than the former ones the shape of the
experimental isotopic distributions. This comes mainly from a better description of the
neutron-proton competition than in the Dresner parameterization [18]. The main defect of the
GSI calculations is the underproduction of isotopes very close to the projectile, which
represent an important part of the total cross section. This is ascribed to the sharp-surface
approximation in the Cugnon model, which leads to a bad description of the most peripheral
reactions. These defects result in a poor prediction of the mass distribution, as was
demonstrated in complete comparison of the Liège-GSI model calculations with experimental
data [3].
The calculations with the CASCADO code, which use for the evaporation-fission model
practically the same approximations as the GSI model, differ from the GSI calculations in a
mass region close to the projectile. The CASCADO results are close to the LAHET ones for
Z=82; that is explained by the similarity of the excitation-energy distributions of the two
codes at the end of the INC stage. Differences between the GSI and CASCADO calculations
at the low mass region for Z=55 attributes to the fission-fragment contribution, that is,
probably, overestimated in the CASCADO results. This question requires a special
consideration and the careful analysis of parameters determining the mass distribution of the
fission fragments.
We show in Fig. 3 also the results of the empirical parameterization of Silberger et al. [26] for
the production cross sections of individual isotopes in high-energy proton interaction, which
are widely used in astrophysical applications. It can be seen that the parameterization fails
clearly in the prediction of the center-position of isotopic distributions. As it was shown in
Ref. [4], the differences between the empirical predictions and the experimental data increase
even more for the region of fission fragments.
The calculations with CASCADO for other initial conditions, the reaction of 1 A GeV 208Pb
on deuterium, are shown together with preliminary experimental data [5] in Fig. 4. The
entrance energy in this case is two times higher than for the hydrogen target, and the
corresponding difference arises in the distribution of excitation energies at the end of the INC
stage. So, the production cross sections remain approximately the same for Z>70, but they
increase by several times for lighter spallation products. The general quality of the theoretical
simulation of the experimental data is the same as for the proton case. Some overestimation of
calculated yields at the low-mass region can again be attributed to the contribution of the
fission fragments.
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Fig. 3. Experimental data on isotopic distribution of spallation residues in the reaction of 1A GeV 208Pb on
hydrogen in a comparison with different versions of INCM calculations and an empirical systematics [26].
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Fig. 4. Preliminary experimental data on isotopic distribution of spallation residues in the reaction of 1A GeV
208Pb on deuterium in a comparison with CASCADO calculations.
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Fig. 5. Preliminary experimental data on isotopic distribution of spallation residues in the reaction of 1A GeV
238U on hydrogen in a comparison with INCM calculations.
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In Fig. 5 the results of residual-yield calculations with LAHET and CASCADO are shown
together with the corresponding experimental data for the reaction of 1 A GeV 238U on
hydrogen [5]. It should to be noted, that for the nuclei with Z>89 the empirical systematics of
nuclear fissility (the ratio of the fission width to the neutron one) is used in LAHET, that is
based on experimental data for the light charged-particle induced fission at relatively low
energies [25]. Such an approach did not take into account any change of the fission widths
with the increase of excitation energies. The adopted model well describes the experimental
isotopic production cross-sections for Z=92 and a little worse for Z=91, but it comes in
contradictions with the experiment for the neutron-deficient isotopes of the elements with
Z≤90 (may be excluding Z=88, for which the agreement with the data is much better than for
neighbor elements). Because the fission channel is mainly responsible for the deviations of
the calculated yields from the experimental ones, an essential improvement of the fission
model applied in LAHET is required.
The fission model described above is used in CASCADO for the whole mass region with the
fission barriers based on the droplet model with experimental shell corrections. Such
corrections are important for residuals close to the projectiles, which have relatively low
excitation energies. For prefragments shifted from the projectile more than several mass
unites, the liquid-drop component of the fission barriers plays the dominant role. Of course,
the hindrance of nuclear fission is important for high excitation energies. Such evaporation-
fission model combined with the fast stage of the INC l describes the GSI experimental data
for all heavy nuclei with A>200 rather well.
Some results of the CASCADO calculations for lighter fragments were discussed briefly in
Ref. [7] in comparison with other versions of INCM and rather scanty experimental data
available still recently. The more detailed analysis of the differences between the
experimental data and their simulations by various INCM calculations will be justified after
the final processing of the whole set of GSI measurements.

Conclusion

The new GSI experimental data on the isotopic distribution of spallation residues of 208Pb and
238U projectiles on hydrogen and deuterium targets were compared with calculations of
several frequently used INCM codes. Although none of them provides a detailed description
of the experimental data, the improvements of the evaporation-fission model, achieved during
the last decades and realized in the Liège-GSI and CASCADO codes, made their results most
reasonable for calculations of activities produced in the spallation targets of the designed
ADS. Additional adjustment of parameters used by these codes to the whole set of data
obtained at GSI could essentially improve the predictive accuracy of current INCM
calculations.
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